FIRST FLOOR
COMMUNITY MEETING ROOM
Sponsored by The Stewart Companies, Inc.
This meeting room hosts signature events and
educational programs for all ages. In addition, many
local organizations, government agencies, and nonprofits depend on this no-cost space to connect and
build community.

CREATIVE COMMONS
(TECHNOLOGY)
Sponsored by W. L. Gore & Associates, Inc.
This flexible and unique space is equipped for creative
and technological exploration, including a projector
and green screen as well as mobile work surfaces and
electrical connections. Students can act in front of the
green screen or adults can learn how to change a
bicycle tire. With imagination and ingenuity, the sky’s
the limit for learning, experimenting and exploring.
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BUSINESS COMMONS
(TECHNOLOGY)
North East Rotary Club
Two Co-working rooms equipped with screens and
state-of-the-art technology allow the community to
meet virtually, run business or committee meetings or
interview employees. CCPL’s business librarians are
available for consultations and assistance with starting a
business or non-profit, competitor analysis, grant-writing
and a diverse network of local and state resources and
contacts.

SECOND FLOOR
FAMILY GATHERING AREA
Sponsored by Aberdeen Proving Ground
Federal Credit Union
The central hub of the second floor, this space
accommodates families of all ages. A transitional
space that features books for tweens and adults,
comfortable seating and engaging activities and the
Everbrite wall, the Family Gathering Area aims to
delight, entertain and draw the community together.

TEEN CENTER
Sponsored by An Anonymous Donor
After-school programming such as robotics, coding,
community service and the arts, engages teens in
high-interest, educational activities while at the same
time equipping teens for the workforce with 21st
century skills. The teen space has meeting and study
spaces, community spaces for socializing and
dedicated teen services librarians.

IDEA LAB
Sponsored In Memory of Reid Cameron
The IDEA Lab is equipped with all of the tools young
inventors need to envision, design, and build their own
creations individually or during a pop-up program with
librarians. The adjacent magnetic STEM Learning Wall,
based on the water-cycle, invites children to move and
manipulate the tubes and gears and challenge each
other to create “rain.”
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OUR TOWN
Flexibly designed for children from birth through
age 5 to explore, interact, and play with their
parents, caregivers, family and friends. Our Town is
an exciting and engaging Early Literacy Center that
promotes learning through play and exploration,
while nurturing a child’s creativity, imagination and
curiosity. Whether baking a cake, building a boat, or
putting on a show…the possibilities are endless.

OUR TOWN LIGHTHOUSE
Sponsored by the PNC Foundation

OUR TOWN HOUSE
Sponsored by John & Carol Starzmann

OUR TOWN CIVIC BUILDING
Sponsored by The Women’s Civic League of
North East

OUR TOWN WORKSHOP
Sponsored by Sharon & Charles Rosenberg
& Family
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STORYTIME ROOM
Sponsored The Town of North East
A special room for families to experience
StoryTime and other early childhood and schoolage programs. Librarian designed, programs and
activities incorporate the important early literacy
practices: Reading. Writing. Singing. Talking.
Playing.

STUDY ROOMS
Study rooms are perfect for tutors, parent group
meetings and studying.

Sponsored by Andrea B. Pugh, Michael R.
Pugh – In Memory of Debora Boyd Cain

Sponsored by ODEC Wildcat Point
Generation Facility
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